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Ripple Rock Trail (hiking)      return to Reports list 
Wed Mar 15, 2017 
Leader: Joe Lumsdon
Co-Leader: Andrew Ireson

We met at Harmston ,did a short club introduction to our guest and discussed our
travel plans to get to our trailhead north of Campbell River. By about 8:45am using
the club guidelines "Trailhead Meeting" we set our plan for the next hour and a half
which was the ETA at our destination the viewpoint over Seymour Narrows looking
towards Quadra Island. By 8:55am we were on the trail.
Thankfully our trek was uneventful as we walked along the hillside looking to our
right towards Menzies Bay. The conditions were great for this time of year. At 10:30
we were at our destination-snack and break time. The views were beautiful yet
clouded to the south and east.The humidity and proximity to the water made it cool
so we got mobile about 11am and returned to our vehicles, clipping some
salmonberry bushes etc. as we trudged back to the trailhead arriving safely at about
12:20pm.

Many thanks to Andrew for co-leading,great job.We hope our guest and newer
member enjoyed themselves. Exercise in nature, a few laughs, count our blessings.
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Heavy moss!
[Andrew Ireson photo]

Log skid in gulley
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Seymour Narrows
[Andrew Ireson photo]

Seymour Narrows - Eddys and
Currents

[Andrew Ireson photo]

Report contributors: Andrew I, Joe L, 

Participant list (6 of 6): Andrew I, Joe L, Wendy R, Christine S:guest, Mary W,
Otto W, 
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